that STOPS SPAM
before it’s ever Sent
S

pam is another word for unsolicited junk email. Spam is sent by some
individual or company to e-mail inboxes, advertising everything from
pornography and phoney charity scams to dodgy get-rich-quick schemes
and free websites. Some people are flooded by more than 100 messages
every day forcing them to change their e-mail address. The problem is so
bad that some websites are entirely devoted to fighting spam, but you are
always one step behind these people. There is no real snappy, easy
answer you have just got to be vigilant and keep trying to reduce the
spam. The most common method is to use a filter on your e-mail account
to block e-mails from unwanted addresses. You can set up your mail
clients, generally to start filtering addressesby blocking and putting them
straight into the delete box / junk folder.
'SpamJadoo' is the technology that is engineered to solve the root cause
of spam. Rejected spam is stopped before it is even sent to receiver. The
resulting benefit is that spammers discard emails as they are protected by
‘SpamJadoo’, as a result of it bandwidth is liberated because no spam is
transmitted at any point over the network. For the ISP, whose networks no
longer carry spam, and customers are rewarded for loyalty because the
longer they stay with the same ISP, the fewer spammer databases they
will be listed on.
‘SpamJadoo' can be seen as a regular email server, that accepts email
and also sends email. It also keeps track of email addresses that it can
accept email for. However, it works with email servers and does not replace their other functions. Although the Antispam becomes
your domain's "Primary MX", i.e it is the first server that accepts all outside email, it does NOT force itself upon all the email
addresses for their domain. ‘SpamJadoo’ can protect as few as 1 or as many as all the email addresses for a given domain. Both
end-users and administrators control Antispam via its Web-based "Dashboard" module that can be accessed via Internet
Explorer version 5 or greater.

User selectable modes to handle spam
!

Active: Unknown Senders must validate themselves in order to send email to me.

!

Passive: Accept email from everyone but add '[UNKNOWN]' or '[SPAMMER]' to the subject line from unknown senders
Insert text [UNKNOWN] OR [SPAMMER] to beginning of subject line
Append text [UNKNOWN] OR [SPAMMER] to end of subject line
Forward Unknown Emails To
@domainname.com

!

Silent: Accept all emails.

!

Pass Through: Accept all email. Do not add to white list.

!

Greylist: Unknown senders are bounced with try again later message until pre-determined wait period.
. . . For further details please visit: http://www.spamjadoo.com
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FEATURES
SpamJadoo is the product which provides following facilities:

End User Features

ISP Features

!

Stops spam before it is being transmitted to the receiver,
conserving your valuable bandwidth and email space.

!

Proactively removes your customer's email address from
spammer databases.

!

Puts you in control of your own email address where you set
rules for the email account.

!
!

Provide facility to decide who can send you email.
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To 'LOCK OUT' unwanted email/domain before it's even sent to
the receiver means that undesired mails are stopped at its end.
Automatically builds whitelist.
Rich Keymail policy options (Email/Domain/Subdomain).
Rich Keymail types (Enabled/Locked/Validating/Disabled).
No client software or client reconfiguration required.
User-definable setting to Active/Passive/Silent/Pass
through/Greylist Modes.
User-definable challenge/response.
Web-based dashboard-controlled interface.
User can switch to use KeyMail address as default email.
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Freedom to give out your email address.
Client utilities for Outlook and Outlook Express to build initial
database.

Distributors/Resellers

Reduce Customer Churn.
Eliminate Wasted Bandwidth.
Generate Revenue.
Increase customer satisfaction.
Minimal Impact on Staff.
Integrated authentication against existing POP3 server.
Can co-exist with any other mail server like XGen, Exchange,
Planet, Sendmail and Qmail.
Domain admin features.
Server Admin features.
Run as fail-safe mode when database is not available.
Set IP Pool to accept emails from.
Email Verification based on Whitelist/Blacklist files at Server.
Domain definable handling of non Antispam email address
(Verification on SMTP, Bounce and Forward).

!

Custom email headers added to incoming email explains why
email came in.

!
!
!
!
!
!

Facility to set server default variables.

Users can add/define aliases against their Internet email.
Save a lot of money on connect time charges, because user
also not needs to download spam emails.

Supports multiple domains per server.

Open up a new market: Outsourced spam management.
Safe guard from Directory Harvest Attack (DHA).
Firewall like feature.
Control on Incoming and Outgoing Mail Size Data.
Integrate command line anti-virus to stop viruses.

Application Environment
Application hosted with us (ASP Model)

Application hosted in your network

!

Domain Primary MX to our Antispam
Server.

!

Domain Primary MX (Port 25) to your
Server.

!

We can host your emails
or
We can deliver Spam Free emails to
your server.

!

Your existing SMTP Server.

!

POP / Antivirus Server.

!

Linux OS with PostgreSQL 7.x, J2EE
Environment and Web Server (Orion)
required to deploy SpamJadoo software.

http://www.spamjadoo.com
Partners

Members

Certifications

ISO 9001
CERTIFIED
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